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HofI Science - 

stuck in the past?
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HofI Science - 

recap:
political revolution

English Civil War, 1642-1651

Commonwealth & Protectorate, 1649-1659

Restoration, 1660

Great Plague, 1665

Fire of London, 1666

Glorious Revolution, 1688
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"Those dreadful 
revolutions, 
which cannot be 
beheld upon 
Paper, without 
horror.” 

Sprat, History



HofI Science - 

recap:
conspiracy theory

"Sir Thomas Crewe .... hath heard at the 
Committee for examining the burning of the 

city, ... .that it was done by plots ... it was 
bragged by several Papists that upon such a day 

in such a time, we should find the hottest 
weather that ever was in England; and words of 

plainer sense"
--Pepys, November 2, 1666

"We talked much of Nostradamus his prophecy of 
these times, and the burning of the City of 
London, some of whose verses are put into 

Booker's Almanac this year .... My Lady Carteret 
herself did tell us how abundance of pieces of 
burnt paper were cast by the wind .. .she took 

one up ... wheron there remained no more nor less 
than these words: "Time is, it is done"

--Pepys, February 3, 1666/7 
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"La sange du juste à Londres fera faute
Bruslez par foudre de vingt trois le six,
La dame antique cherra de place haute
De meme sute plusiers seront occis"



HofI Science - 

recap:
social revolution

café society & the public sphere

"Have they not the same security that the whole 

Nation has for its lives and fortunes? of which this 

is esteem'd the Establishment, that men of all sorts, 

and qualities, give their voice in every law that is 

made in Parliament." -- Sprat

significant developments?
the world of clubs

"knowledge presumes a community of knowers" --GN

the English gentleman
"Though the Society entertains very many men of 

particular Professions; yet the farr greater Number 

are Gentlemen, free, and unconfin'd."-- Sprat
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HofI Science - 

recap:
the organization of knowledge

from the cabinet

to the museum
-------------

from hierarchical order

to the alphabet
-------------

from natural history 

to natural philosophy

to science
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HofI Science - 

recap:
who?

scientific revolutionaries
Boyle (1627-1691)
Wren (1632-1723)
Locke (1632-1704) 

Hooke (1635-1703)
Newton (1642-1727) 

Halley (1656-1742)
Huygens (1629-1695)

Mercator (1620-1687)

Moxon (1627-1691)
Graunt (1620-1674)

Petty (1623-1687)
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"take the measure 
of the Royal 
Society, ... from 
the honor, and 
reputation, of 
many of those Men, 
of whom it is 
compos'd 

--Spratt

"Followers of 
nature itself 
and truth"

-Henry 
Oldenburg
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from theory ...

... to practice
"what they did" -- Sprat

matters of trust
the importance of publication

everyman and experts

individuals and institutions
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"I come now to 
the second period 
of my narration"

--Spratt



HofI Science - 

society of letters

corresponding secretary
Henry Oldenburg, 1662

Journal des Scavans, 1665

Philosophical Transactions, 1665

advertisements, articles, abstracts

challenges
publicity & profit
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"their intention was more to communicate to each other 

their discoveries ... some resemblance, to the Academy  

lately begun at Paris"

--Sprat

Henry Oldenburg
1619-1677
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"publish'd to the world"

cures for sickenss:
"[Publication] is a most heroick Invention: 

For by such concealments, there may come very 
much hurt to mankind. If any certain remedy 
should be found out against an Epidemical 

disease; if it were suffer'd to be ingross'd 
by one man, there would be great swarms swept 
away, which otherwise might be easily sav'd." 

-- Sprat 

 
scientific societies 

& intellectual property?
"To promote the Progress of Science and useful 
Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors 

and Inventors the exclusive Right to their 
respective Writings and Discoveries"
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Robert Hooke
1663-1703

"to print a Paper of 
advertisements... 
wherein will be 
contained heads or 
substance of the 
inquiries they are 
most solicitous about, 
together with the 
progress they have 
made and the 
information they have 
received from other 
hands ... a short 
account of such other 
philosophicall matters 
as accidentally 
occur."

--Robert Hooke
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HofI Science - 

proceeding

"A Discource on the Rule of 
the Decrease of the Height of 

Mercury in the Barometer, 
According as Places are 

Elevated Above the Surface of 
the Earth, with an Attempt to 
Discover the True Reason of 
the Rising and Falling of the 

Mercury, upon Change of 
Weather"

Edmond Halley
Philosophical Transactions, 1686
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HofI Science - 

not so philosophical

philosophers, physicians, and 
mechanics

"this freedom ... which they use 
in embracing all assistance ... is 

most advantageous to them"
--Sprat

Joseph Moxon, 
astronomy

mathematics
navagation
self-help,  ..

1677-86?
Mechanick Exercises

14

Joseph Moxon
1627-1691
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HofI Science - 

publishing & priority

Hooke v Newton
"It now remaines to know the 

propriety of a curve Line (not 
circular nor concentrical) made by 
a centrall attractive power which 
makes the velocitys of Descent ... 
in a Duplicate proportion to the 
Distances Reciprocally taken.  I 

doubt not but that by your 
excellent method you will easily 
find out what the curve must be."

--Hooke to Newton, Jan 4, 1681
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Isaac Newton
1642-1727



HofI Science - 

publishing & priority

Hooke v Hugyens

"I my self had an other way of continuing and 
equalling the vibrations of a pendulum by clock 
work long before I heard of Monsieur Zulichems 
way, nay though equated with a Cycloeid yet I 

have not either cryd eureka or publisht it and 
yet I think I can produce a sufficient number 
of Credible witnesses that can testify for it 
about these 12 years.  Soe that the argument 
that he soe much Relys upon to secure to him 
the Invention is not of soe great force as to 
perswaid all the World that he was the first & 

Sole inventor of that first particular of 
applying a pendulum to a clock."

--Hooke
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Christiaan Huygens

1629-1695



HofI Science - 

publishing  & profit

"Hooke concealed his invention about 

Watches too long; pray tell him not to 

do so with what other things hee hath 

of that kind."

--Moray to Oldenburg 
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HofI Science - 

publish and perish

18

"we are now arriv'd at that excessive 
censuring humor, that he who takes upon him 

to commend any thing ... will raise to 
himself farr more Enemies than Friends .. 

this sowrness of Criticism"
--Sprat

"The wits .. had powerful strategies at 
their disposal for challenging the worth 
of any printed book ... and the truth of 

any printed statement".
--Adrian Johns, The Nature of the Book

Jeremy Thacker, Longitudes Examin'd  

John Arbuthnot

1667-1735



HofI 09 --  

Stubbe's animadversions
Mistakes about the SWEATING-SICKNES, and its Cure.

TO shew the great Utility of the Royal Society, he sayes

   They will be able by degrees to purchase such Extraordinary Inventions, which are now close 
lock’d up in Cabinets; and then to bring them unto one Common Stock, which shall be upon all 
occasions exposed to all mens use. This is a most Heroick Invention; For by such concealments, 
there may come very much hurt to mankind. If any certain remedy should be found out against an 
Epidemicall disease, if it were suffer’d to be engross’d by one man, there would be great Swarms 
swept away, which otherwise might be easily sav’d. I shall instance in the Sweating-Sickness. The 
Medicine for it was almost Infallible.  But, before that could be generally published, it had almost 
dispeopled whole Towns. If the same disease should have returned, it might again have been as 
destructive, had not the Lord Bacon ta-ken care to set down the particular course of Physick for 
it in his History of Henry the Seventh, and so put it beyond the possibility of any private man’s 
invading it. This out to be imitated in all other Soveraign Cures of the like nature to avoid such 
dreadful casualties. 

One would think by the words of our Historian, That the Cure of the Sweating-Sickness, were recorded by no Body 
but the Lord Bacon that it was almost Infallible; that the Sweating-Sickness did not return again; And that the Cure 
was rather concealed (and needed to be generally published) at first, then to be discovered by Observation and 
Experiments of those that first fell sick. But there is no such thing: for the same cure is related by Polydore Virgil, and 
Holinshed in their Histories of Henry the Seventh. And the same sickness did rage in the twenty second year of the 
said King his Reign, as well as the first. And the Cure related was so far from being almost Infallible, that my Lord 
Bacon only saies it commonly recovered the sick: and after it was so generally known, yet the twenty second year of 
that Kings Reign, many dyed of it (as Holinshed saith) howbeit not in the same number, by reason of the remedy 
found out at the beginning of it. To convince the Reader of the truth of what I say, and to shew how unacquainted 
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HofI 09 --  

trust and expertise
SOCRATES: Let us consider the matter in this way:  If the wise man 

or any other man wants to distinguish the true physician from the 

false, how will he proceed? 

.... He will consider whether what he says is true, 

and whether what he does is right, in relation to health and 

disease?

... But can any one attain the knowledge of either 

unless he have a knowledge of medicine?

... No one at all, it would seem, except the physician can have 

this knowledge; and therefore not the wise man; he would have to 

be a physician as well as a wise man.

--Plato, Charmides
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HofI Science - 

medical knowledge

sickness: plague and pox
a test for trustworthiness

"so great a Number of 

Contemporaries ... that lov'd truth so 

zealously; sought it so constantly; 

and upon whose labours, mankind might 

so freely rely"

--Sprat
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"Cramp be thou 
faintless
As our Lady was 
sinless
When she bare 
Jesus"

--Pepys



HofI Science - 

nasty, brutish, and short

the European experience
black death: 1347
plague again: 1665

in London, of  about 1/2 million, 100,00 died
"[W]ar, plague, famine -- reduced the 

population of France by the end of the reign 
to its lowest point for three centuries."  

Blanning 

European vs Chinese Medicine
aspects of trade?

Huang Di Nei Jing [Inner Classic of the Yellow Emperor]
?300 BC
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HofI Science - 

Queen Anne (1665-1714) 
17 pregnancies

3 still births
10 miscarriages

3 died in infancy of smallpox

William Duke of Gloucester (1689-1700)
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nasty, brutish, and short

"gradual eradication 
of small pox was 
responsible for much 
of the population 
growth that occurred 
in England in the 
eighteenth century."

--Peter Razzell



HofI Science - 

spreading plague/
spreading news

"We had no such thing as printed newspapers, 
in those days, to spread rumours and reports 

of things; and to improve them by the 
invention of men, as I have lived to see 

practised since.  But such things as those 
were gathered from letters of merchants, and 

others, who corresponded abroad, and from  
them was handed about by word of mouth only; 
so that things did not spread instantly over 

the whole nation as they do now.  But it 
seems that the Government had a true account 
of it, and several councils were held, about 
ways to prevent its coming over; but all was 

kept very private."

--Daniel Defoe, Journal of the Plague Years
24

Daniel Defoe
1659?-1731



HofI 09 --  

slow progress
The plague is much in Amsterdam, and we in fears of it here. Pepys,  Dec. 31, 1663

The talk upon the 'Change is, that De Ruyter is dead, with fifty men of his own ship, 
of the plague, at Cales, June 30, 1664

We were told to-day of a Dutch ship of 3 or 400 tons, where all the men were dead of 
the plague, and the ship cast ashore at Gottenburgh. Sept. 24, 1664

Thence to the Coffee-house ...  where all the newes is of the Dutch being gone out, and 
of the plague growing upon us in this towne, May 24, 1665

In the evening home to supper; and there, to my great trouble, hear that the plague is 
come into the City (though it hath these three or four weeks since its beginning been 

wholly out of the City); but where should it begin but in my good friend and 
neighbour's, Dr. Burnett, in Fanchurch Street: which in both points troubles me 

mightily. June 10, 1665

The towne grows very sickly, and people to be afeard of it; there dying this last week 
of the plague 112, from 43 the week before,.The Mortality Bill is come to 267;  June 

29th, 1665    Above 700 died of the plague this week. July 13, 1665

The sickness is... almost every where, there dying 1089 of the plague this week.  
July 19, 1665
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HofI Science - 

tracking diseases 

how good are we?

An elderly North Carolina man died in 
November from the same strain of 

salmonella that’s causing the outbreak, 
officials in that state said Friday.
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HofI Science - 

cause or cure?

fatal mistakes

27



HofI 09 --  

attacking smallpox
"the ingenious Invention of that Excellent person, Doctor Wren, of 

injecting liquors into the veins of an Animal, seems to be reducible to 

this head: I cannot stay, nor is this a fit place, to mention the 

several Experiments made of this kind by the most incomparable Mr. 

Boyle, the multitudes made by the lately mention'd Physician Doctor 

Clark, the History whereof, as he has been pleas'd to communicate to 

the Royal Society, so he may perhaps be prevail'd with to make publique 

himself: But I shall rather hint, that certainly, if this Principle 

were well consider'd, there might, besides the further improving of 

Bathing and Syringing into the veins, be thought on several ways, 

whereby several obstinate distempers of a humane body, such as the  

Gout, Dropsie, Stone, &c. might be master'd, and expell'd; and good men 

might make as good a use of it, as evil men have made a perverse and 

Diabolical. And that the filling of the pores of the skin with some 

fluid  vehicle, is of no small efficacy towards the preparing a passage 

for several kinds of penetrant juices, and other dissoluble bodies, to 

insinuate themselves within the skin." --Hooke
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HofI Science - 

inoculation
"It is whispered in Christian Europe that the 

English are mad and maniacs: mad because they 
give their children smallpox to prevent their 

getting it, and maniacs because they 
cheerfully communicate to their children a 

certain and terrible illness with the object 

of preventing an uncertain one. The English on 
their side say: 'The other Europeans are 

cowardly and unnatural: cowardly in that they 
are afraid of giving a little pain to their 

children, and unnatural because they expose 

them to death from smallpox some time in the 
future.' To judge who is right in this 

dispute, here is the history of this famous 
inoculation which is spoken of with such 

horror outside England."  

Voltaire, Letters on England
29

Voltaire
[François-Marie Arouet]

1694-1778



HofI Science - 

foreign born disease
foreign born cure

inoculation

Tibet, 11th century

Turkey, ? 16th century

England, France 18th century

30

Lady Mary Wortley 
Montague
1689-1762
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medical trials

a shortage of numbers

rebuilding London
Hooke, Wren

tracking population
Graunt, Petty

accounting for death
how many sick? how many died? how 

many recovered? how many?
31



HofI Science - 

competitive 
counts

32
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competitive 
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HofI Science - 

competitive 
counts

battle with 'declinists'
32



HofI Science - 

death rate
1603: regular bills of mortality

1611: incorporation of parish clerks
counting by "searchers"

1629: other deaths

1728: age of deceased

1837: last bills
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HofI Science - 

political arithmetic

politics and population

William Petty, RS (1623-1687)
surveyor

Political Arithmetic of Ireland

velocity of circulation
natural vs market price

economic surplus
population change

34

William Petty
1623-1787



HofI Science - 

headcounters

John Graunt, RS
Natural and Political 

Observations ... 
upon the Bills of Mortality

1662

35

"His Majesty gave 
this particular 
charge to His 
Society, that if they 
found any more such 
Tradesmen, they 
should be sure to 
admit them all, 
without any more 
ado."

--Pratt

John Graunt
1620-1674



HofI Science - 

births, marriages, & deaths

36



HofI Science - 

shame
"The Old-Women Searchers, after the mist 
of a Cup of Ale, and the bribe of a two-
grout fee ... cannot tell whether this 

emaciation or leanness were from a 
phthisis, or from an Hectick Fever, 

Atrophy, &c. or from an Infection of the 
Spermatick parts ... onely hated persons, 
and such, whose very Noses were eaten off 

were reported by the searchers to have 
died of this too frequent Malady."

principle

fear

37

counting difficulties
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a long wait

38

gathering data

experimental trials
Newgate Prison

medical wars

general distrust
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gathering data

experimental trials
Newgate Prison

medical wars

general distrust



HofI Science - 

scientific knowledge

matters of trust

in machines

in books

in calculation

in people

39

Robert Boyle
1627-1691



HofI Science - 

machines
Boyle v Hobbes

Hooke v Huygens

"the right Art of Experimenting"--Sprat

"the testimony of two witnesses," -- Boyle

"I judged that whatever men's eyes were in 

the younger age of the World, our eyes in 

this old age of it needed spectacles" 

--Hooke, in defense of scientific devices

40

Sextus Empiricus
160-210
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a history of failed demos
"And thither anon come all the Gresham College, and 

a great deal of noble company: and the new 
instrument was brought called the Arched Viall, 

where, being tuned with lute-strings, and played on 
with keys like an organ, a piece of parchment is  
always kept moving; and the strings, which by he 

keys are pressed down upon it, are grated in 
imitation of a bow, by the parchment; and so it is 
intended to resemble several vialls played on with 
one bow, but so basely and harshley, that it will 
never do.  But, after three hours' stay, it could 

not be fixed in tune"
--Pepys, October 5, 1664 
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HofI Science - 

books

battle of the books
Adrian Johns, The Nature of the Book, 1998

error

malice: Halley, Newton, Arbuthnot v Flamsteed

piracy
"coined by John Fell ... to describe the rapacious 
practices of London printers and booksellers. ... a 
pirate was someone who indulged in the unauthorized 

reprinting of a title ... it soon came to stand for a 
wide range of ... transgressions ... almost any book 
could, in principle, find itself accounted a piracy."

plagiarism

fraud
42



HofI Science - 

back to manuscript?

"I will write my Name in each Book with my own Hand"  

J. Desaguliers, 

Course of Experimental Philosophy, 1734

"These men had discovered the central, overwhelming 

paradox rending early modern print culture.  The 

only really effective way to guarantee the 

authenticity of their printed sheets was to abandon 

the defining element of print itself. ... they 

returned to inscribing their authorship by hand" 

--Adrian Johns
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calculation

quantification and enumeration

vs

observation and anecdote

"calculation brings everything to 
a certainty which before floated 

in the mind indefinitely"
--Samuel Johnson
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a parting of the ways

Royal Society
"as may conduce to the illustration and 
improvement of Philosophy, and of all 

Laudable and Useful Arts and Practices.  ... 
Neither have we discouraged or refused the 
Essays of some famous Philosophers, learned 

Philologers and Antiquaries"
--Henry Oldenburg, Philosphical Transactions, 

1667
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Society of Antiquaries, 1717
Kunstschrank, Kunstskamer, Curiosities ...



HofI Science - 

towards two cultures?

poets and scientists

"botanize upon his mother's grave"

--William Wordsworth

"advice from Satan's kingdom"

"I turn my eyes to the Schools & 
Universities of Europe

Wash'd by the Water-wheels of Newton"
--William Blake
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William Blake's
"Isaac Newton", 1795



HofI Science - 

another parting

Antonio Panizzi 

the British Museum (Library)

the Mechanic's Library
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HofI Science - 

expertise & quality
"from the honor, and reputation, of these Men

... Gentlemen, free and unconfind'd ... an 
Assembly, ... whose privileges shall be the 

same .. gain shall be in common"
--Sprat

Hooke's
 subordination 

Graunt's
"shop arithmetic"

Petty & 
Anne Greene
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"to commit the work 
to the care of such 
men, who, by the 
freedom of their 
education the plenty 
of their estates, 
and the usual 
generosity of Noble 
Bloud, may be well 
suppos'd to be most 
averse from sordid 
considerations"

--Sprat

"the distribution of 
credibility followed 
the contours of 
English society"

--Steven Shapin



HofI 09 --  

animadversions

"there is less credit to be placed in the Narrations of some of our 

Virtuosi, who have been so mistaken in their Accounts ... with what 

negligence and imperfectness will they register things?  how un-

philosophical will their memories be?"

--Stubbe

"The Royall Societie (generally) had the like for [Hobbes]; and he 

would long since have been ascribed a member there but for the sake 

of one or two person whom he took to be  his enemies.  Dr. 

Wallis ... Mr Boyle.  I might adde Sr Paul Neile, who disobliges 

every body."

--John Evelyn, Brief Lives
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HofI Science - 

from open ...

"it suffices, if many of them be 
plain, diligent, and laborious 

observers: such, who though they 
bring not much knowledge, yet 

bring their hands, and their eyes 
uncorrupted"

-Sprat
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"Put an advertisement 

in the Courant "by 

that Means, you'll 

have the Assistance of 

the most able Men in 

the Kingdom."

-Susanne 
Centilivre, Love's 

Contrivance,1703



HofI Science - 

... to closed

membership

peer review

back to the university
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HofI Science - 52



HofI Science - 

change to believe in
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HofI Science - 

summary

beginnings of science

from facts and curiosities to evidence and 
calculation

from certainty to trust

from "diligent and laborious individuals" 
to credentials and institutions
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HofI Science - 

ahead
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